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Executive summary

The development of a multi-regional MARKAL-MACRO (mMM) model and
associated solution techniques have been actively continued during the first year (July
1996 - June 1997) of the IEA/ETSAPVAnnexe VI. This has been a joint research
effort between:
• the Systems Analysis Section of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI),
• the Institute for Operations Research (IFOR) of the Swiss Federal Institute of

Technology at Zurich,
• the Logistics Laboratory (Logilab) of the University of Geneva, and finally
• the different ETSAP partners that provide the regional MARKAL-MACRO (MM)

models.

The original idea of integrating regional MM models is from S. Kypreos (PSI), back
in 1993. Since 1994, B. Bueler (IFOR and PSI) has actively worked on the
development of a mMM model and on the implementation of solution techniques, in
the context of his doctoral work under the supervision of S. Kypreos and Prof. H.-J.
Liithi (IFOR). The former is now responsible for further development and Joint
Implementation (JI) studies with mMM, within the ETSAP/Annexe VI. Besides the
above mentioned persons, Dr. O. Bahn (PSI), L. Barreto (PSI), O. Epelly (Logilab
and PSI) and Prof. J.-P. Vial (Logilab) have further contributed to this research
project.

This report intends to give an update on the development of mMM and associated
solution techniques, highlighting the progress made since July 1996. It details also the
first JI study performed with mMM.

The mMM model enables one to study an international co-operation to curb jointly
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions through a market of emission permits, and to
evaluate the economic implications of co-ordinating abatement policies on the
participating regions. Along with emission permits, the regions may exchange other
goods. So far, only an aggregate good in monetary unit has been considered.

The mMM model integrates regional MM models into a meta-modelling framework.
This integration can be done following two equivalent alternatives: mMM can be
formulated either with market equilibrium conditions, or with an aggregated utility
function and a global excess constraint. In both alternatives, regional MM models
have to be extended by coherent budget and/or trade relationships. A first coding of a
mMM model with three countries had been done in GAMS by B. Bueler. Work has
been done by O. Bahn to generalise this coding to consider more traded goods (e.g.,
coal, gas and oil) and more countries.

To solve mMM, two alternative mathematical methods can be used. The first one
considers mMM formulated with market equilibrium conditions, and solves it as a
variational inequality problem (VIP) using a cutting plane algorithm. The second one
considers mMM formulated with an aggregated utility function, and solves it using a
Negishi algorithm. A first implementation of both methods had been done by B.
Bueler in parallel, on a network of independent workstations. B. Bueler and O. Bahn
have now implemented the first method—since it is the fastest one—on a HP/Convex

1 This acronym stands for the Energy Technology Systems Analysis Programme (ETSAP) of the
International Energy Agency (IEA).
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Exemplar S-8 parallel computer. More precisely, the solving at each iteration of the
regional MM models is done in parallel, using MINOS, on the different computer's
processors.

As a numerical application, the authors have studied the co-operation of three
European countries (the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland) to curb jointly by
20% their CO2 emissions through a market of emission permits. The mMM model
gives insights on the consequences of co-ordinating CO2 abatement on national
economies and energy systems. It reveals on the one hand that the Netherlands, which
has the lowest marginal reduction costs, finds it attractive to curb its CO2 emissions
more than the level of its initial endowment, to become a net seller of permits.
Consequently, it sees a stronger decrease in its final energy consumption and primary
energy supply, than without trade of permits. It is also compelled to restructure
further its energy system. The main technological change is then the introduction of
integrated coal gasification combined cycle power plants, together with CO2 removal
and disposal in depleted gas fields. On the other hand, Sweden and Switzerland are
net CO2 permit buyers, and are thus able to maintain a higher final energy
consumption and primary energy supply. The mMM model shows also that trade of
CO2 emission permits yields an overall profit, with increased national utilities and
reduced overall GDP losses. However, when considering the GDP criterion, the
overall benefit is not fairly distributed among the three countries. This pattern
remains when considering alternative initial endowments for the CO2 permits,
computed using an 'egalitarian' approach and the 'Norwegian Formula'.

To extend our analysis, additional MM models are available within the ETSAP (e.g.,
Japan, United States, etc.). It would be also of great interest to build a global model,
that contains the main world regions. Since some of them are not yet described as
MM models (e.g., China, Russia), S. Kypreos has proposed to link MM models with
regions of the MERGE model. However, the limiting factor in extending our
approach—by considering more traded goods and more countries—is the time needed
to solve mMM: with three countries and two traded goods, up to one day is necessary
on the above mentioned parallel machine. To improve the solving time, and hence
make tractable any extension of the model, O. Epelly, under the supervision of J.-P.
Vial, are working on replacing MINOS—for the solving of the regional MM
models—with either a decomposition approach or with a primal-dual interior point
method.

By taking into account more traded goods and the main world regions, one can expect
a more meaningful analysis of inter-regional trade and of the co-ordination of
regional CO2 abatement policies through a market of emission permits. One could
also study alternative ways of allocating initial endowments of CO? permits among
the main United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Annexe I
countries, and the economic implications for non-Annexe I countries, both issues
which are becoming central for policy makers. Finally, this would give the ETSAP a
good opportunity to contribute to the Energy Modeling Forum and to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Working Group III.



1. Introduction

International co-operation has been advocated by the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) as an effective option to reduce
greenhouse gas (e.g., carbon dioxide—CO2—) emissions. This allows to take into
account variations in national emission abatement costs, due to differences in
countries' economic and energy system structure. To implement such co-operation,
various strategies have been proposed, such as 'joint implementation' between a
UNFCCC Annexe I country and a non-Annexe I, and 'burden sharing' among
Annexe I countries.

A cost-efficient way to allocate CO2 emission reductions among Annexe I countries is
to harmonise (namely equalise) their marginal reduction costs. This could be achieved
using suitable economic instruments such as a uniform carbon tax, or an international
market of emission permits where the initial endowments are the original national
reduction targets.

To assess energy policies designed to curb CO2 emissions, many countries (in
particular International Energy Agency ones) have developed energy models, such as
MARKAL (Fishbone and Abilock, 1981) and MARKAL-MACRO (MM—Manne
and Wene, 1992). To evaluate the implications of co-operating on CO2 abatement,
one can integrate these models. This report deals with the integration of regional MM
models, following an original idea of S. Kypreos, to study the economic implications
of co-ordinating CO2 abatement policies through an international market of emission
permits.

To integrate regional MM models, a multi-regional MARKAL-MACRO (raMM)
model has been developed by Bueler (1997). The mMM model can be formulated
using two equivalent alternatives. The first one explicates the market equilibrium
conditions for the goods (e.g., emission permits) traded among the regions. The
second one aggregates, with appropriate weights called Negishi (1972) weights, the
regional utility functions into a global welfare function. In both approaches, regional
MM models have first to be extended by coherent budget and/or trade relationships.

To solve the mMM model, two approaches that are connected by dual relations can
be followed. The first one considers mMM formulated with market equilibrium
conditions. It is a cutting plane method (Goffin and Vial, 1989) based on pseudo-
monotonicity conditions. The second approach considers mMM formulated with an
aggregated utility function. It is a fixed point method, originally suggested by Negishi
(1972), and made tractable by decomposing the resulting optimisation problems. For
both algorithms, the regional MM models are solved in parallel, either on a network
of independent workstations or on the different processors of a HP/Convex Exemplar
S-8 parallel computer.

As a numerical application, we have studied the co-operation of the Netherlands,
Sweden and Switzerland to reduce jointly their CO2 emissions by 20% through a
market of emission permits. We have in particular assessed the impacts on the
national economies (in terms of utility, consumption and gross domestic
product—GDP—) and the consequences on the national energy systems (changes in
primary energy supply, final energy consumption and electricity generation).
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This report is organised as follows. In Section 2, we address the modelling issues of
our approach and define a generic mMM model. Section 3 gives an overview of the
solution techniques for mMM. We report finally, in Section 4, on our numerical
application.



2. Modelling framework

2.1 MARKAL-MACRO

MARKAL-MACRO (MM) is a link of two sub-models: MARKAL, a bottom-up
engineering model of the energy system and MACRO, a top-down macro-economic
growth model. MM enables one to study equilibrium on regional (e.g., national)
energy markets. It has the following specificity. On the one hand, it contains through
rich technological details a sophisticated description of the energy sector
(MARKAL), from primary sources to energy services. On the other hand, it uses an
aggregate production function for the rest of the economy (MACRO). Figure 1 gives
the overall structure of MM. It relates primary economic inputs (capital, labour and
energy) to the use of economic output for consumption, investment and the payment
of energy costs.

Labor

Energy sector

(MARKAL submodel)

Energy

Energy
cost

Macro »economy

(MACRO submodel)

Ai

Consumption

Investment

Capital

Figure 1. Overview of MARKAL-MACRO

In this report, we shall present only the MM relations that are relevant for integrating
several regional MM models. An extensive description of MM can be found for
instance in Kypreos (1996a). The mathematical formulation of MM can be cast as a
convex non-linear optimisation problem, where equilibrium on energy markets is
determined by a single optimisation. The model maximises a utility function U,
defined as the integral over a time horizon T of the discounted logarithm of
consumption C,. This integral is approximated as follows:

(1)

where /?, is the utility discount factor for the period of time t. The production function
is a nested constant elasticity of substitution function. It relates economic output Y, to
the primary inputs capital Kt, labour L, and energy services Dk, (where k are the
categories of energy services):

Yt = (aKtpa Tp(\-a)
Jk,l

lip
(2)
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where a and bk are scaling factors, and a is the optimal value share of capital. The
production function allows substitution between the pair capital-labour and energy
services, when the relative prices change. The elasticity of substitution (ESUB) is
given by (l-p)'1. Labour L, is an exogenous parameter. Accumulation of capital K,
depends on new investments /, and on depreciation of existing capital. Finally,
demands for energy services DK! are primarily determined by economic output (from
MACRO), prices of energy services (from MARKAL) and exogenous parameters
(ESUB and a parameter representing energy efficiency improvement independent of
price changes). Economic output is distributed between consumption, investment and
the payment of energy costs EC,—computed by MARKAL so as to include the cost
of curbing pollutant emissions—as follows:

Yt = Ct+It + EC,. (3)

2.2 Multi-regional MARKAL-MACRO

To integrate regional MM models, Biieler (1997) has designed a multi-regional
MARKAL-MACRO (mMM) model. It enables one to study a co-operation among R
regions to curb jointly CO2 emissions through a market of emission permits, so as to
reach overall reduction targets. In addition to emission permits, mMM considers the
trade of other goods among the regions. The general structure of mMM is given in
Figure 2.

Energy
sector

M acro-
econom y

\

R e g i o n 1

/ E m ission
\ perm its

Other
trad eable
., goods

I n t e r - r e g i o n a l
m a r k e t s

E n e r g y
s e c t o r

M a c r o -
e c o n o m y

R e g i o n R

Figure 2. Overview of a mMM model with R regions

So far, the 'other tradeable goods' consist only in an aggregate good in monetary unit
('numeraire' good). Before describing mMM, let us introduce some additional
notations. We denote by NTXNUMr:l the net export of numeraire by region r e R in
period t t T, and by NTXC02rt its net export of CO? permits. Similarly, IECO2rt is

10



2. Modelling framework

the initial endowment of CO? permits for region r in period t. By dropping the index
t, we mean the corresponding vector that contains all time-related components, like
NTXNUMr = (NTXNUMr)T. Let us further denote PNUM the market price (index) of the
numeraire, and pCo2 the market price of CO2 permits. Finally, the notations of Section
2.1 are extended with an additional regional index r, except for coefficients—for the
sake of simplicity—. To take inter-regional trade into account, regional MM models
need to be modified. First, the economic output of each region r can also be used for
export:

Yrt = Cr,r + IrJ + ECrJ + NTXNUMrt. (4)

And second, each region cannot emit more CO2 (emission variable EMC02rt) than
the amount of permits it possesses (initial endowment minus net export of permits):

EMC02rl < IEC02rt - NTXC02rt. (5)

The mMM model can then be formulated following two equivalent alternatives.

2.2.1 Formulation with market equilibrium conditions

In this formulation, a budget constraint is first added to each regional MM model:

pT
NUMNTXNUMr + pT

CO2NTXCO2r > 0, (6)

to ensure that for each region r trade accounts are balanced over the model time
horizon. Let now p* = (PHUM*> PC02*) denotes market equilibrium prices. The mMM
model can then be formulated as the four conditions (E1)-(E4), that characterise a
competitive equilibrium on the inter-regional markets:

(El) For p = p*, each region r maximises its utility Ur under the conditions (2), (4),
(5), (6) and the remaining MM constraints not detailed in this report.

(E2) At the markets' equilibrium there is an excess of supply over demand—or
equivalently, no excess of demand—:

e{pj = (lR
r=l "TXNUMr(p*)Z«=1 NTXC02r{p)) > 0.

(E3) Equilibrium prices are feasible:

p*>0.

(E4) Prices for free goods—namely, goods in strict excess at the markets'
equilibrium—are zero, moreover if demand and supply are balanced at the
market's equilibrium, prices are strictly positive:

We shall explain in Section 3.1 how this formulation is solved as a variational
inequality problem (VIP).

2.2.2 Formulation with an aggregated utility function

In this alternative formulation, the regional utility functions are aggregated with
appropriate Negishi weights r\r (r e R) into a global welfare function. The mMM
model can then be formulated as follows:

11
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max

s.t.

(7)

(2), (4), (5) and the remaining MM constraints

not detailed in this report, Vr e R.

The first constraint of problem (7) corresponds to a global excess constraint, that
ensures there is an excess of supply over demand on the inter-regional markets. We
denote by p = (PNUM> PCOT) the dual variables associated with this constraint, for a
given Negishi weights vector r\ = (77) . Then 77* corresponds to an equilibrium if and

only if (Negishi, 1972) the following constraint—that corresponds to a budget
constraint—holds for each region r E R:

pJUMNTXNUMr + p*Jo2NTXCO2r = 0. (8)

We shall briefly explain in Section 3.2 how the search of 77 is done using a Negishi
algorithm and decomposition techniques.

12



3. Advanced mathematical solution techniques

3.1 VIP approach

This approach considers the mMM model formulated with market equilibrium
conditions (cf. Section 2.2.1). Based on the excess function e(p), the equilibrium
conditions (E1)-(E4) can be formulated as a non-linear complementarity problem:

[find/eSR?

This is equivalent to the following variational inequality problem:

ffindp* € SR+, such that:

{e{pf(p-p*)>0,.tf-, -x , (10)

Since the excess function is homogeneous of degree zero, the feasible price set can be
restricted to

A = {PeXd
+: I > , = l } (ID

by an appropriate scaling. To solve problem (10), we shall suppose that e(p) is
pseudo-monotone on A, namely that:

e{pf{p-p')>0 => e(p)T(p-p')>0, Vp.p'eA. (12)

Given pseudo-monotonicity, the so-called cut set2

Cp={p'eA: e(pf(p-p')>0) (13)

contains all solutions of problem (10). If in addition e(p) is continuous, the set r)p€ACp

contains only the solutions of (10). Pseudo-monotonicity allows therefore the
application of a cutting plane method, as follows:

Initialisation: k := 0; S° := A;

Do
Compute a 'centre' pk e 5*;
Solve the regional MM models of (El) with p-pk\

Compute the excess: Ap) '•- ̂  _,e r(p k);

Add the new cutting plane:

k -p)>o\ ;

Until e[pk~x) is small enough

! Cp is so called because it is associated with the cutting plane p 'eA: e(p) (p- p') = 0>

13
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The idea of this algorithm is thus to successively shrink, by appropriate cutting
planes, the set Sk that retains all optimal solutions of (10). The algorithm stops when
the price vector pk selected within Sk yields a competitive equilibrium on the inter-
regional markets. This cutting plane method can be viewed as a decomposition
procedure and, as such, can be given an illuminating economic interpretation. Let us
consider the problem as one involving an inter-regional co-ordinator and R regional
agents. The co-ordinator is in charge of the inter-regional markets and tries to have
the equilibrium conditions (E2)-(E4) satisfied. Each agent is concerned with its own
regional MM model and seeks to maximise its utility—this corresponds to condition
(El)—. To achieve a market equilibrium, one must organise a communication and
adjustment scheme between the co-ordinator and the agents. This is done as follows.
At one step k, the co-ordinator generates a set of prices pk for the traded goods, and
sends it to the R agents. Then, each agent maximising its utility determines its net
export of goods, and the information e(pk) is sent to the co-ordinator. This exchange
of information goes on until a market equilibrium is reached.

In practice, the excess function associated with the mMM model is not pseudo-
monotone. Nevertheless, the cutting plane algorithm does find equilibrium prices.
Indeed, on the one hand, only pseudo-monotonicity in the solution p* is needed. On
the other hand, the problems we are solving are in some sense close to pseudo-
monotonicity, and we can expect that most cutting planes do not cut away the
solution. Among the possible centres we have considered—analytic centre, centre of
gravity and of the largest inscribed sphere—, we have selected the analytic centre as
the most efficient one.

This algorithm has been implemented on a HP/Convex Exemplar S-8 parallel
computer. Its overall structure is given in Figure 3.

Regional Excess
Computing Unit

Centre
Computing
Unit

P

e(p)
Main

MM region 1

R(P)\
MM region R

Market co-ordinator
Communication

scheme
Regional agents

Figure 3. Overview of a cutting plane algorithm to solve mMM formulated as a
VIP

The cutting plane algorithm consists of a small 'main' program in C language, which
alternates between calling the appropriate 'centre computing unit7 and 'regional
excess computing unit'. The first unit computes an analytic centre pk of the set of
feasible prices Sk. This is done using the solver MINOS (Murtagh et al, 1987) on

14



3. Advanced mathematical solution techniques

appropriate problems coded in GAMS (Brooke et al, 1992). The centre computing
unit updates also the sets S* when a new cutting plane is available. The second unit
consists in solving, with/? = /?\ the R regional MM models of (El) that are also coded
in GAMS. This is done in parallel, again using MINOS, on the different computer's
processors. The parallel solving of the regional MM models is co-ordinated in the
main program, using standard UNIX system calls: forkQ and execlQ to generate an
independent process for the solving of each model, and waitpidQ to co-ordinate
termination. Once the regional MM models have been solved, the excess function
e(pk) is calculated by the main program.

3.2 Negishi approach

This approach considers the raMM model formulated with an aggregate utility
function, namely problem (7). Contrary to the previous approach, we shall give in this
section only a brief overview of this solution technique. Indeed, Biieler's (1997)
implementation of the Negishi algorithm turns out to be around two times slower than
the cutting plane algorithm we use to solve mMM formulated as a VIP (see Section
4.5), and we do not use it in practice. For a complete description of the Negishi
algorithm, the reader is referred to Biieler (1997).

Let us recall from Section 2.2.2 that problem (7) defines a competitive equilibrium on

the inter-regional markets for a particular Negishi weights vector rf such that

constraint (8) is satisfied for all regions r € R. The idea of the Negishi algorithm is

then to look for such a vector 77*, through an iterative approach. At each iteration k,

two steps are involved.

STEP 1: Solve problem (7) for a given Negishi weights vector 77* .

STEP 2: Update the Negishi weights based on results of STEP 1.

Compared with the VIP approach, in 'Step V of the Negishi algorithm one has to
solve a much larger optimisation problem. This can imply computational
intractability, when the number R of regions to be solved increases. However, by
dualising the global excess constraint of problem (7),

f ^ ) ) , (14)

the problem can be decomposed, so as to solve R smaller independent optimisation
problems. We have implemented this Step 1 using the Analytic Centre Cutting Plane
Method (ACCPM) of Goffin etal. (1989,1992).

In 'Step 2', one updates the Negishi weights. The idea is to increase 77* when region r
does not use all the wealth it could have, namely when

fc)7'(x')0; (15)

and decrease it otherwise—recalling that p\nk j is the dual variable associated with

the global excess constraint (14). More precisely, the updating scheme estimates the

15
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new Negishi weight r\k+l through the inverse of the dual variable fjr associated with
the budget constraint

p(rikfer{p)>0 (16)

of the regional utility maximisation problem of (El) when p = p\J]k) • Indeed, at the

markets' equilibrium, the relation r\r = l/fir holds exactly (Negishi, 1972) up to a
normalisation. We should mention furthermore that Bueler (1997) has shown that this
updating scheme is superior, for our case study presented in Section 4, to the one used
for instance by Marine and Rutherford (1994) to solve the model 5RT. The latter
approach updates the Negishi weight of each region r through its budget excess

(pTe r) and the inverse of its marginal utility (Cr).

We can now give a complete overview of the Negishi algorithm, as follows:

Initialisation: k := 0; Choose a starting Negishi weights vector rf;

Do
Step 1:

Solve problem (7) for r\ - T]k through a decomposition procedure
(ACCPM);

Get py]j, the dual variable associated with constraint (14);

Step 2:

Solve the regional MM models of (El) with p = p{rjkJ;

Get the dual variables nr associated with constraints (16);

For all r e R, update the Negishi weights:

*:=*+!;

Until is small enough

Let us conclude this section by referring the reader again to Bueler (1997) for a
comparison of this Negishi approach with the VIP one.

16



4. Trade of CO2 emission permits among three European countries

Our case study concerns the collaboration of the Netherlands (NL), Sweden (SW) and
Switzerland (CH) to reduce jointly their CO2 emissions through a competitive market
of emission permits. Let us first notice that these countries have high living standards.
For instance, the 1993 gross domestic product (GDP) per capita in thousand USD was
20.9 for the Netherlands, 24.7 for Sweden and 35.7 for Switzerland (World
Resources Institute, 1996). However, the structure and efficiency in terms of CO2

emissions of their energy systems are rather different (see for instance Kram, 1993).
This leads to significant variations in CO2 abatement costs among the countries, and
constitutes an incentive for co-operating on CO2 abatement by harmonising reduction
efforts.

This section evaluates the consequences and benefits to be gained by these three
countries when they reach jointly a 20% emission reduction target3. Impacts on
national economies (changes in utility, consumption and GDP) and energy systems
(changes in primary energy supply, final energy consumption and electricity
generation) are in particular analysed for each country. Finally some implementation
issues are discussed for the solving of the corresponding mMM model.

4.1 CO2 emission scenarios

Two scenarios related to CO2 emissions are considered. The first one is a baseline
situation, denominated 'Business as Usual' (BaU), where CO2 emissions are not
limited. It is simulated with the mMM model, when the countries trade only the
num6raire4. We did so since trading numeraire affects the results. To illustrate this,
Table 1 gives the baseline CO2 emissions under two cases. The first one, labelled
'Isolation', is when the countries are in complete isolation. The second case, labelled
'Trade' and which corresponds to our reference case BaU, is when the countries trade
the numeraire.

Country

CH

NL

SW

Case

Isolation

Trade

Isolation

Trade

Isolation

Trade

2000

42.5

42.9

162.9

162.9

67.1

64.9

2010

48.9

49.6

176.0

177.4

108.5

102.1

2020

50.4

51.1

175.9

176.8

130.0

124.6

2030

52.5

54.1

176.0

178.0

164.0

156.9

2040

55.4

56.2

194.2

197.2

186.8

178.9

Table 1. Baseline CO2 emissions (in million tonnes per year) with and without
trade of numeraire

The second scenario corresponds to a 20% reduction, relative to 1990 levels. This
target has to be reached by 2040, with a linear decrease between 2000 and 2040. The
next Table 2 gives the CO2 control targets by country and year.

3 The analysis of alternative emission reduction targets can be found in Bahn et al. (1997).
4 Namely when CO2 emissions are free, that is, using the notations of Section 2.2, when IECO2r = +°°
and NTXCO2r = 0 for all country r.

17
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Country
CH

NL

SW

2000
42

160

62

2010 _ J L ^ 9 .
39.9 37.8 35.7 33.6

152 144 136 128

58.9 55.8 52.7 49.6

Table 2. Target CO2 emission levels for a 20% reduction (in million tonnes per
year)

Along with this CO2 emission reduction scenario, two cases are considered. The first
one, labelled '-20%_nc'5, is when each country reduces independently its emissions.
It is again simulated with mMM, when the countries trade only the numeraire. But
here, the variables IECO2r are fixed to the national CO2 reduction targets. The second
case, labelled '-20%_c'6, is when an international market of emission permits is
established to reach the same overall reduction targets. It is simulated by the 'full'
mMM model described in Section 2.2. The variables IECO2r are again set to the
national CO2 reduction targets, but trade of permits being allowed, the variables
NTXCO2r are not fixed to zero.

Notice that in the remaining of this Section 4, numerical results shall be reported only
for 4 periods (of 10 years) from 2000 to 2030. Results for the last period (2040) are
not considered to reduce possible misleading effects due to terminal conditions.

4.2 Evolution of the trade of CO2 emission permits

For the three countries, the incentive to trade CO2 permits lies in the differences of
their marginal reduction costs (when individually curbing their emissions). The trade
of permits favours the selection of the most cost-efficient measures from an overall
standpoint. Overall cost-efficiency requires that CO2 emission levels be distributed
among the countries in such a way that their marginal costs of reducing CO2

emissions to these levels are equalised. These marginal abatement costs correspond
then to the permit prices at the market equilibrium. Figure 4, page 19, gives the
undiscounted marginal costs of CO2 reduction, together with the undiscounted market
equilibrium prices of CO2 permits, for a 20% CO2 emission reduction. This figure
shows in particular that the equilibrium permit prices lie between the lowest and
highest national marginal reduction costs. It illustrates also the differences in national
marginal abatement costs.

Countries that have comparatively low marginal reduction costs, when independently
limiting their emissions, find it attractive to curb their emissions more than the level
of their initial endowments. They can then sell their permit surpluses to countries that
have comparatively high marginal reduction costs. For these latter countries, it is
indeed more economic to buy permits than curbing the corresponding CO2 emissions
at home. Table 3, page 19, gives the net export of CO2 emission permits for the 20%
emission reduction scenario. It shows that the Netherlands is a net seller of permits,
whereas Sweden and Switzerland are net buyers.

5 The acronym '_nc' stands for no co-operation, namely no trade of CO : emission permits.
6 The acronym "_c" stands for co-operation, namely when CO2 emission permits are traded.
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350

2000 2010 2020 2030

Figure 4. Undiscounted marginal reduction costs and permit prices at the
market equilibrium

Country

CH

NL

SW

Table 3.

2000

-0.8

-0.6

1.4

_2010_

-1.4

4.6

-3.2

2020

-1.6

12.3

-10.7

2030

-3.6

25.6

-22

Net export of CO2 emission permits (in million tonnes per year) for a
20% CO2 emission reduction

4.3 Consequences on national economies

A competitive market of emission permits, by equalising marginal abatement costs
among the countries, is cost-efficient. But is the new distribution of reduction efforts
among the countries fairly made? To assess this equity issue, we shall analyse on the
one hand the variations of national utilities and consumption, and on the other hand
the differences in GDP losses, when the countries are co-operating to curb their CO2
emissions. Let us stress the importance of the first two indicators, since consumption
is the way the MM model measures a country's welfare.

Table 4, page 20, gives first the variations of the countries' utilities and consumption
(discounted sum of consumption between 2000 and 2040)7, when trade of permits is
allowed to reach an overall 20% CO2 emission reduction, from the situation where the
countries trade only the numeraire. This table indicates that each country benefits
from trading CO2 emission permits, since its welfare—measured either in terms of
utility (namely of discounted logarithm of consumption) or (discounted sum of)
consumption—increases. Compared with the Netherlands and Switzerland, the gain
of Sweden is higher. This may be explained as follows. On the one hand, Sweden has

7 Since trade accounts are balanced over the model time horizon, it is important here to consider also
the last period 2040.
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Utility gain

Gain in %

Consumption gain

Gain in %

CH

0.083

0.003

0.38

0.04

NL

0.261

0.008

1.3

0.07

SW

2.849

0.055

13.9

0.49

Table 4. Utility and consumption gains when trading permits to reach an
overall 20% CO? emission reduction

the highest marginal abatement cost for the last two periods (2020-2030), and can
thus expect high benefits from buying CO2 permits. On the other hand, Sweden is
using higher discount factors 0,, since it assumes a higher economic growth rate.

To evaluate further economic consequences of trading CO2 permits, we have
computed for each country the reduction of its GDP due to CO2 abatement. Taking
international trade into account, the GDP of each country reR can be written as:

GDPrJ = Crl + Irl + NTXNUMrJ + PCO2J NTXC02rt, V/ e T. (17)
PNUMJ

Figure 5 displays for each country the reduction of its GDP when reaching a 20%
CO2 emission reduction. The reduction is given in percentage from the BaU situation,
that yields the highest achievable GDP level, giving the reference point (100%) for
each country. Two cases are considered: when each country reduces independently its
emissions and trade only the numeraire (labelled '_nc\ for non-cooperation), and
when trade of CO2 emission permits takes place (labelled '_c', for cooperation).

—•—
• - O - -

—»_

• - - -A- - -

. . .-O--.

• —

-CH_c

-CH_nc

-NL_c

- NL_nc

-SW_c

-SW_nc

-Overall_c

-Overall_nc

2000 2010 2020 2030

Figure 5. GDP losses (in percentage, from the BaU case) when reaching a 20%
CO2 emission reduction, with and without trade of CO2 permits

Notice that, after 2010, GDP losses in Sweden are higher that in the other two
countries, especially when trade of CO2 permits is not allowed. This is due to the fact
that, besides curbing CO2 emissions (or buying permits), Sweden must phase out its
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nuclear power plants by 2010, see Section 4.4.2 below. Using GDP to measure the
benefits of co-operation, it turns out that trading CO2 permits yields an overall profit,
that is, the overall GDP losses are reduced when trade of permits is allowed. But this
global benefit is not fairly divided among the three countries. On the one hand,
Switzerland and especially Sweden are net winners, with reduced GDP losses. On the
other hand, GDP losses in the Netherlands increase when it co-operates, despite the
sell of its permits.

Let us now examine the evolution of the GDP for the Netherlands. Figure 6, displays
the net variation of its GDP when it trades permits from the situation where it trades
only the numeraire, together with the net variation of the different GDP components
(cf. equation (17)).

INet revenues
from permits

INet export of
numeraire

^Investment

'onsumption

>. • ,j4et variation of
GDP

2000 2010 2020 2030

Figure 6. Net variation of the GDP and its components for the Netherlands,
when it trades CO2 permits relative to the situation where it does not

Following Figure 6 and equation (17), increased GDP losses in the Netherlands when
it participates in the trade of permits can be explained as follows. On aggregate over
the model time horizon, the country is importing more goods (numeraire) in
'exchange'8 for the sell of its CO2 permits. Consequently, as it needs to produce
fewer goods to satisfy its consumption, investment decreases. And these two factors
offset the increase in consumption9 plus the revenue the country gets from selling
CO2 permits.

Besides the criterion (either utility, consumption or GDP) used to assess the economic
consequences of trading CO2 permits, the distribution of the overall profit depends on
the way initial endowments are allocated among the three countries. To achieve a
more equitable distribution of the benefits, alternative initial endowments—namely,
'differentiated commitments' instead of a uniform reduction rate for all
countries—could be negotiated. Another approach would be to set transfer payments

8 Let us recall that mMM balances trade accounts for each country over the model time horizon.
9 On aggregate over the model time horizon, namely when taking also into account the increased
consumption in the period 2040.
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among the countries, such as 'winners7 compensate "losers' for their additional
emission reduction efforts.

We have tested two alternative methods to determine the national CO? emission
targets in 2040, that ensure an overall 20% emission reduction from the 1990 levels.
Besides the "grand fathering' approach used so far, we have evaluated an 'egalitarian'
approach, that forces an equal per capita emission level for all countries in 2040, and
the so-called 'Norwegian Formula', that allocates targets using three differentiation
criteria (carbon intensity of GDP, GDP per capita and CO2 emissions per capita)10.
All approaches assume first a stabilisation of the CO2 emissions in 2000, from the
1990 levels. The 2040 country specific targets are then reached following a linear
decrease between 2000 and 2040. These targets are given in Table 5, together with
the corresponding percentage reductions from the 1990 emission levels.

Approach CH NL SW

Egalitarian 45.2 (-8%) 104.6 (35%) 61.4 (1%)

Grand Fathering 33.6 (20%) 128 (20%) 49.6 (20%)

Norwegian Formula 35.7 (15%) 122.2 (24%) 53.3 (14%)

Table 5. 2040 CO2 emission targets (in million tonnes per year) and percentage
reductions from the 1990 levels (in parentheses)

Table 6 gives next the corresponding variations of the countries' cumulative GDP
losses (over 40 years, discounted at 5%) in percentage from the BaU, when trade of
permits is allowed from the situation where the countries trade only the numeraire.
Overall values are also given.

Approach

Egalitarian

Grand Fathering

Norwegian Formula

Table 6. Reduction of GDP losses (in percentage from the Ball) due to the
trade of CO2 permits

Depending on the initial allocation of CO2 permits, the loser in terms of increased
GDP losses is either Switzerland (in the egalitarian approach) or the Netherlands (in
the other two approaches). Notice that under the egalitarian approach Switzerland
becomes a net seller of permits. Furthermore, the distribution of permits equalises
almost, by coincidence, marginal abatement costs among the countries. Consequently
trading CO2 permits yields here only a very small reduction of GDP losses.

10 For each country, these three criteria are calculated as the national values divided by the average
one. Then, they are added up with different weighting factors, and multiplied by a coefficient that
leads to the desired overall emission reduction. The higher the resulting indicator for a country, the
more it must reduce its CO : emissions.
11 Corresponds to a small positive number.
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Finally Figure 7 assesses the different strategies to allocate the initial CO2 reduction
targets among the countries in terms of cost-effectiveness and equity. The former is
measured as the overall GDP losses in percentage from the BaU. The latter is
measured as the variance of the national GDP losses in percentage from the BaU, and
increases as this indicator decreases. Moreover, Figure 7 compares the situation
where trade of permits is allowed (points labelled with '_tr') to the one where
countries reduce alone their emissions and trade the numeraire only (points labelled
without an underscore). The grand fathering approach is labelled 'GF\ the egalitarian
one 'E' and the Norwegian Formula 'NF'.
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Figure 7. Comparison, in terms of cost-effectiveness and equity, of three
approaches to allocate initial CO2 reduction targets among the
countries, with and without trade of emission permits

This figure shows that cost-effectiveness and equity are always higher when trade of
CO2 permits takes place. Furthermore trading permits yields the same efficiency for
all approaches, since it equalises marginal abatement costs among the countries, and
reduces the differences in terms of equity between the different approaches. The
question of how to allocate initial CO2 reduction targets among the countries becomes
thus less sensitive when trade of permits is allowed. Figure 7 shows also that the
Norwegian Formula and the egalitarian approach lead always to a better situation than
the grand fathering approach.

4.4 Consequences on national energy systems

Abating CO2 emissions increases energy prices. This reduces demand for energy
services, and make explicit energy conservation measures attractive. Consequently,
curbing CO2 emissions yields a decrease in final energy consumption and in primary
energy use, for the three countries. However, the magnitude of these reductions and
the corresponding structural changes of the national energy systems are affected by
the trade of CO2 permits.

On the one hand, the trade of permits allows Sweden and Switzerland (the net permit
buyers) to maintain a higher final energy consumption and primary energy supply
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than when they do not co-operate. Likewise, their energy systems are submitted to
less significant structural changes. The Netherlands, on the other hand, being the net
permit seller, sees a stronger decrease in its final energy consumption and primary
energy use. It is also compelled to restructure further its energy system.

4.4.1 The Netherlands

Primary energy supply

Primary energy use is given in Table 7 for the different CO2 scenarios.

Scenario

BaU

-20%_nc

-20% c

2000

3273.9

3262.6

3265.6

2010

3544.7

3192.9

3122.6

2020

3646.4

3157.1

2963.3

2030

3646.6

3078.4

2882

Table 7. Primary energy supply in the Netherlands (in PJper year)

Primary energy use increases by 11% between 2000 and 2030, in the BaU scenario.
This increase comes from the assumed growing demands for energy services. With
CO2 abatement, primary energy supply decreases: minus 6% by 2030 when trade of
CO2 permits is not allowed (scenario '-20%_nc'), and minus 12% otherwise (scenario
'-20%_c'). Under all scenarios, the Dutch energy system continues to rely heavily on
fossil fuels, especially gas and oil. In the BaU case, the use of gas and coal increases
over the model time horizon. In particular, coal use doubles between 2000 and 2030,
mostly for electricity generation, see below. In the -20%_nc scenario, fossil fuels use
(mainly gas) is reduced over time in favour of renewables. Whereas in the -20%_c
scenario, the use of gas decreases further over time in favour of renewables and coal.
As in the BaU, coal is again used mostly for electricity generation. But here, 'clean
coal power plants' together with CO2 removal and disposal are introduced, see below.
Primary energy supply per energy carrier in 2030 is displayed in Figure 8 for the
different CO? cases.
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Figure 8. Primary energy use in the Netherlands per energy carrier in 2030
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Final energy consumption

The variation of final energy consumption (in percentage, between 2000 and 2030) is
similar to the one of primary energy use. For all cases, the Netherlands consumes
mostly liquid fuels and gas. In the BaU scenario, the growth of final energy
consumption over time is mainly satisfied by electricity, gas and heat12. In the
-20%_nc scenario, the consumption of gas over time decreases significantly, in
favour of electricity and heat In the -20%_c scenario, the consumption of gas over
time decreases further, in favour of electricity, heat and coal. Final energy
consumption per energy carrier in 2030 is displayed in Figure 9 for the different CO2
scenarios.
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Figure 9. Final energy consumption in the Netherlands per energy carrier in
2030

Electricity generation

For all scenarios, electricity production grows notably between 2000 and 2030,
compared with primary use and final consumption: plus 59% (BaU), 69% (-20%_nc)
and 56% (-20%_c). Gas-fired power plants dominate the electricity generation under
all cases, with conventional plants being replaced over time by more efficient ones
and gas-based industrial cogeneration systems Furthermore, nuclear power plants,
that generate a small fraction of the Dutch electricity in 2000, are almost phased out
afterwards. In the BaU scenario, the remaining production is made by coal—whose
use over time increases almost by a factor 4—and renewable sources other than hydro
('other renewables'), mainly off-shore and on-shore wind turbines and cogeneration
systems based on biomass gasification. In the -20%_nc scenario, coal is ruled out and
replaced mostly by gas and also by 'other renewables'. Finally, in the -20%_c
scenario, gas use still increases over time. But it loses market share in favour of coal
(integrated coal gasification combined cycle power plants, together with CO2 removal
and disposal in depleted gas fields) and in favour of 'other renewables'. Notice that
the use of the former increases over time by a factor 6.7, the one of the latter by 4.2.

12 'District heat* distributed through a network.
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Electricity generation per energy carrier in 2030 is next given in Figure 10 for the
different CO2 scenarios.
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Figure 10. Electricity generation in the Netherlands per energy carrier in 2030

4.4.2 Sweden

Primary energy supply

Table 8 displays first the primary energy use for the different CO2 scenarios.

Scenario

BaU

20%_nc

20% c

2000

2307.2

1832.8

2229.5

2010

2214.0

1856.2

1873.1

2020

2514.2

1957.7

1994.8

2030

2924.3

2027.9

2155.0

Table 8. Primary energy supply in Sweden (in PJ per year)

In the BaU case, primary energy use increases by 27% between 2000 and 2030. This
comes from the assumed growing demands for energy services. When CO2 emissions
are constrained, primary energy use decreases: minus 13% by 2030 when Sweden
curbs independently its emissions (-20%_nc case), but only minus 3% when it can
buy permits from the Netherlands (-20%_c case). Notice that there are significative
differences in 2030 between the levels of primary energy use in the BaU case and in
the CO2 constrained cases. Indeed the phasing out of nuclear energy (see below)
complicates the task of curbing CO2 emissions, as more expensive technological
options must be used. It triggers a stronger effect on energy prices (upward) and
demands (downward). Under all scenarios, renewables and oil remain the main
sources for supplying primary energy. Currently nuclear energy plays also an
important role, but it must be phased out by 2010, following a 1980 decision of the
Swedish Parliament. Consequently, one observes for all scenarios a drop in primary
energy supply in 2010 (cf. Table 8). In the BaU case, mostly oil and coal—whose use
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over time increases by a factor 8.3—fill the gap left by nuclear energy. In the
-20%_nc case, oil and coal use decreases over time in addition to nuclear, in favour of
renewables and gas. Finally, in the -20%_c case, besides nuclear only coal use
decreases over time, again mostly in favour of gas and renewables. These changes are
next illustrated in Figure 11 that gives the primary energy supply per energy carrier in
2030 for the different CO2 scenarios.
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Figure 11. Primary energy use in Sweden per energy carrier in 2030

Final energy consumption

The variation of final energy consumption (in percentage, between 2000 and 2030)
follows roughly the one of primary energy use: plus 34% (BaU case), minus 16%
(-20%_nc case) and plus 1% (-20%_c case). For all scenarios, final energy
consumption remains rather well split between the different energy carriers, except
for gas whose contribution is modest. In the BaU case, the dominant energy carrier
becomes liquid fuels, whose consumption over time gets the highest increase. In the
two CO2 control scenarios, the main sources are electricity, heat and liquid fuels. In
the -20%_nc case, the contribution of these energy carriers decreases over time in
favour of renewables mostly. Whereas in the -20%_c case, among these three energy
carriers, only electricity and liquid fuels decrease over time in favour of heat,
renewables, but also gas who gets a small market share by 2030 (cf. Figure 12, page
28).

Electricity generation

In the BaU scenario, electricity production increases less over time than final energy
consumption (only plus 10%), whereas it decreases more in the CO2 constrained
cases (minus 25% for the -20%_nc scenario and minus 18% for the -20%_c one).
Indeed the phasing out of nuclear energy, especially when CO2 emissions must be
curbed, makes attractive explicit conservation measures in the end-use electricity
market, mainly in the residential and commercial sectors (for lighting, space and
water heating). This influences downward electricity generation. After nuclear is
phased out, hydro dominates the electricity generation under all scenarios, with a
slight increase over time. In the BaU scenario, the gap left by nuclear is filled mostly
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Figure 12. Final energy consumption in Sweden per energy carrier in 2030

by coal (pressurised fluidised bed combustion plants) but also by 'other renewables'
(renewable sources other than hydro, here mainly wood-fired power plants) and oil
(heavy distillates cogeneration systems). In the -20%_nc scenario, oil-fired generation
goes also strongly down in favour of 'other renewables' (here, wind turbines and
biomass-fired power plants). In the -20%_c case, relative to the previous scenario, the
oil reduction is smaller and there is a strong increase of gas. Consequently, 'other
renewables' (again wind turbines and biomass-fired power plants) still increase their
contribution over time, but to a lower extend. Electricity generation per energy carrier
in 2030 is given in Figure 13 for the different CO2 scenarios.

•Other Renewables
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ICoal
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(2000) (2030) (2030) (2030)

Figure 13. Electricity generation in Sweden per energy carrier in 2030
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4.4.3 Switzerland

Primary energy supply

Primary energy use is given in Table 9 for the different CO2 scenarios.

Scenario

BaU

20%_nc

20% c

2000

1068.8

1058.8

1067.1

2010

1073.9

1043.7

1060.9

2020

1172

1038

1062.6

2030

1207.3

1016.8

1086.3

Table 9. Primary energy supply in Switzerland (in PJ per year)

In the BaU scenario, primary energy use increases by 13% between 2000 and 2030.
This comes from the assumed growing demands for energy services. When
Switzerland curbs independently its CO2 emissions (-20%_nc case), primary energy
supply decreases by 4% by 2030. But when it can buy CO2 permits (-20%_c case),
primary energy supply increases again slightly (2% by 2030). Under all scenarios,
fossil fuels (oil, in particular) remain the principal suppliers of primary energy.
Furthermore, nuclear supply remains stable, since it is assumed that the present
nuclear moratorium—under which no new nuclear power station can be built—is
extended until 2040. In the BaU scenario, the increase in primary energy supply is
met by coal and gas. Under CO2 emission constraints, inter-fossil fuels switching
becomes important, with a shift from coal and oil to gas. The share of renewables
increases also slightly. Primary energy supply per energy carrier in 2030 is next
displayed in Figure 14 for the different CO2 cases.
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Figure 14. Primary energy use in Switzerland per energy carrier in 2030

Final energy consumption

The variation of final energy consumption (in percentage, between 2000 and 2030)
follows roughly the one of primary energy use: plus 8% (BaU case), minus 1%
(-20%_nc case) and minus 1% (-20%_c case). Under all scenarios, the main energies
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consumed remain liquid fuels, electricity and gas. Furthermore, coal and liquid fuels
(especially in the CO2 control cases) consumption decrease over time in favour of gas
(particularly under CO? constraints), heat and electricity (especially in the BaU case).
Final energy consumption per energy carrier in 2030 is next displayed in Figure 15
for the different CO? cases.
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Figure 15. Final energy consumption in Switzerland per energy carrier in 2030

Electricity generation

For all scenarios, electricity production grows between 2000 and 2030, especially in
the BaU (plus 26%), but also under CO2 constraints (plus 4% in the -20%_nc case,
8% in the -20%_c case). Under all scenarios, hydro and nuclear remain the main
sources for electricity generation, and their use over time stays almost constant. In the
BaU scenario, the growth in electricity generation is satisfied by coal (atmospheric
and pressurised fluidised bed combustion plants) and combined cycle gas power
plants, as well as cogeneration systems based on fossil fuels. The same pattern applies
in the CO2 control cases, except that coal power plants are not introduced13.
Electricity generation per energy carrier in 2030 is given in Figure 16, page 31, for
the different CO2 scenarios.

4.5 Solving issues

Before integrating the regional MM models, they have been made consistent in terms
of currency and CO? emission unit. Furthermore, while the time horizon in the
Swedish (Nystrom, Nystrom and Andersson, 1995) and Swiss (Kypreos, 1996b)
models stretches from 1990 to 2030, the one in the Dutch model (Vos, 1996) goes
from 2000 to 2040. We have thus extended, by extrapolation, the time horizon in the
first two models to 2040. The periods at which international trade can take place are
then restricted to 2000-2040.

13 Notice that CO? removal and disposal systems are not modelled for Switzerland.
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Figure 16. Electricity Generation in Switzerland per energy in 2030

After modifications, the sizes of the resulting non-linear regional models are
as follows: around 27'000 non-zeros for the Swiss MM model, 46'000 (Swedish
MM) and 72'000 (Dutch MM). On a single processor of a HP/Convex Exemplar S-8
parallel computer, the solving time of a particular region, at each iteration of the VIP
approach, (using MINOS together with restart techniques) varies between a few
minutes (Swiss and Swedish MM) up to 15 minutes (Dutch MM). The computation
of an analytic centre is very fast, requiring only a few seconds. On the parallel
computer mentioned above, about 1 day has been necessary to solve the mMM model
using the VIP-approach (after around 100 to 150 iterations). Based on older
databases, the solving time using the Negishi approach can be estimated to be around
2 days.
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5. Conclusions

A multi-regional MARKAL-MACRO (mMM) model and associated solution
techniques are under development at the Paul Scherrer Institute, in collaboration with
the Institute for Operations Research of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology at
Zurich, the Logistics Laboratory (Logilab) of the University of Geneva, and the
different ETSAP partners.

The mMM model integrates regional MARKAL-MACRO (MM) models, to study
inter-regional trade and the co-ordination of regional carbon dioxide (CO2) abatement
policies through a market of CO2 emission permits. This integration can be done
following two equivalent alternatives, either by formulating the market equilibrium
conditions for the traded goods, or by aggregating the regional utility functions into a
global welfare function. Beforehand, the regional MM models have to be extended by
coherent budget and/or trade relationships. The coding of mMM has been done in
GAMS.

Depending on the formulation of mMM, two mathematical methods can be followed
to solve it. The first one considers mMM formulated with market equilibrium
conditions, and solves it as a variational inequality problem using a cutting plane
algorithm. The second one considers mMM formulated with an aggregated utility
function, and solves it using a Negishi algorithm. Both methods have been
implemented in parallel. The first one, since it is the fastest, has been in particular
implemented on a HP/Convex Exemplar S-8 parallel computer.

As a numerical application, three European countries (the Netherlands, Sweden and
Switzerland) have been considered. The mMM model has been used to study the
inter-regional trade of an aggregate good in monetary unit (numeraire), and of CO2

emission permits to reach an overall 20% emission reduction. When considering the
grand fathering way of allocating initial endowments of permits, the mMM model
shows that the Netherlands, which has comparatively less expensive options to curb
its CO2 emissions, is a net seller of permits, whereas Sweden and Switzerland are net
buyers. Consequently, the latter countries are able to maintain a higher final energy
consumption and primary energy supply than without trade of permits, whereas the
former sees a stronger decrease in these two indicators. The Netherlands is also
compelled to restructure further its energy system. The main technological change is
then the introduction of integrated coal gasification combined cycle power plants,
together with CO2 removal and disposal in depleted gas fields. The mMM model
reveals finally that trade of CO2 emission permits yields an overall profit, in terms of
increased national utilities and reduced overall GDP losses. However, depending on
the criterion used and on the allocation of initial endowments of permits, these
benefits may not be fairly distributed among the three countries.

To extend this mMM approach, one can consider on the one hand more traded goods
(e.g., coal, gas, oil and energy intensive products), and on the other hand more
countries. To do this latter extension, additional MM models are available within the
ETSAP (e.g., Japan, United States, etc.). It would be also of great interest to build a
global model, that takes into account the main world regions. Since some important
world regions are not yet described as MM models (e.g., China, Russia), Kypreos
(1997) has proposed to link MM models with regions of the MERGE model (Manne
et at, 1993). To make tractable such extensions, the time needed to solve mMM must
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be improved. Work is under way in Logilab to replace MINOS, for the solving of the
regional MM models, with faster algorithms._y t ^ A Y**' Jk X V* * I T l i T l 1 ^ 1 \_^ v^ ^^ X k̂  ̂  f" i v-A X A. ̂ l^J t^^ X • \ I h^ V.

By considering more traded goods and the main world regions, one can expect a more
meaningful analysis of inter-regional trade and of the co-ordination of regional CO2

abatement policies through a market of emission permits. One could also study
different ways of allocating initial endowments of CO2 permits among the main
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Annexe I countries, and
the economic implications for non-Annexe I countries, both issues that are becoming
central for policy makers. Finally, this would give the ETSAP a good opportunity to
contribute to the Energy Modeling Forum and to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change Working Group III.
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